
 
TEAM SESSION                         JANUARY 19 - FEBRUARY 19, 2021 

        TUESDAY                                          THURSDAY                                         FRIDAY 

   TEAM SESSION 6                    FEBRUARY 23 - MARCH 26, 2021 
         TUESDAY                                           THURSDAY                                          FRIDAY 

  
TEAM SESSION                  MARCH 30 - APRIL 30, 2021  

                      TUESDAY                                                   THURSDAY                                                FRIDAY 

 
 
 

1/19  BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR  BEAM      BARS 

1/21  BEAM    VAULT     FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 

1/22  BARS    FLOOR    VAULT  
          FLOOR  BEAM     BARS 

1/26  BEAM    VAULT     FLOOR 
         VAULT    BARS      BEAM 

1/28  BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
           FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

1/29  BEAM    VAULT     FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 

2/2  BARS    FLOOR   VAULT 
       FLOOR  BEAM     BARS 

2/4   BEAM    VAULT     FLOOR 
        VAULT    BARS       BEAM  

2/5     BARS    FLOOR    VAULT  
          FLOOR  BEAM      BARS 

2/9   BEAM     VAULT   FLOOR 
          VAULT    BARS     BEAM 

2/11    BARS      FLOOR  VAULT 
           FLOOR    BEAM    BARS 

2/12   BEAM     VAULT     FLOOR 
          VAULT    BARS       BEAM 

2/16   BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
          FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

2/18  BEAM     VAULT    FLOOR  
         VAULT     BARS    BEAM 

2/19 BARS     FLOOR    VAULT 
        FLOOR    BEAM     BARS 

2/23  BEAM   VAULT  FLOOR 
         VAULT  BARS    BEAM 

2/25  BARS      FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR    BEAM     BARS 

12/18  BEAM   VAULT   FLOOR 
           VAULT   BARS    BEAM 

3/2    BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

3/4    BEAM   VAULT  FLOOR 
         VAULT  BARS    BEAM 

3/5     BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
          FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

3/9    BEAM   VAULT  FLOOR 
         VAULT  BARS    BEAM 

3/11 BARS      FLOOR   VAULT 
        FLOOR    BEAM     BARS 

3/12  BEAM   VAULT  FLOOR 
         VAULT  BARS    BEAM  

3/16  BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

3/18   BEAM        VAULT    FLOOR 
          VAULT       BARS     BEAM 

3/19   BARS      FLOOR   VAULT 
          FLOOR    BEAM     BARS 

3/23  BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 

3/25   BARS        FLOOR   VAULT 
          FLOOR      BEAM     BARS 

3/26   BEAM      VAULT    FLOOR 
          VAULT     BARS      BEAM 

3/30 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

4/1 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 

4/2    BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

4/6 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
      VAULT    BARS      BEAM 

4/8 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

4/9 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
      VAULT    BARS      BEAM 

4/13  BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

4/15 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
      VAULT    BARS      BEAM 

4/16 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 

4/20 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 

4/22 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 
 

4/23 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
      VAULT    BARS      BEAM 

4/27 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 
 

4/29 BEAM    VAULT    FLOOR 
         VAULT   BARS      BEAM 
 

4/30 BARS     FLOOR   VAULT 
         FLOOR   BEAM     BARS 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

2020 TEAM & PREP PRACTICE 
 TUE / THUR / FRI SCHEDULE 

   GOLD: 3:30-6:30 
               3:30-4:30             WARM-UP & CONDITIONING 
 
   SILVER:     4:00-7:00 
                      4:00-4:30      WARM-UP 
 
   SAPPHIRE:  4:30-7:30   
                        4:30-5:30    WARM-UP & CONDITIONING 
 
                        4:30- 5:30   GOLD EVENT     SILVER EVENT 
                        5:30-6:30    GOLD EVENT     SILVER EVENT     SAPPHIRE EVENT 
                        6:30-7:00                                 SILVER CONDITIONING 
                        6:30-7:30                                                                SAPPHIRE EVENT 
 
   WEDNESDAY:  5:30-7:15  
             5:30-5:45: WARM-UP  
                             5:45-6:15 EVENT RUBY / EMERALD 
                             6:15-6:45 EVENT EMERALD / RUBY  
                             6:45-7:15 EVENT CONDITIONING (BOTH GROUPS)  
  FRIDAY:  4:15-6:00  
              4:15-4:30: WARM-UP 
                              4:30-5:00 EVENT RUBY / EMERALD 
                              5:00-5:30 EVENT EMERALD / RUBY 
                              5:30-6:00 EVENT CONDITIONING (BOTH GROUPS) 
  SATURDAY:  9:00-10:45   
              9:00-9:15:  WARM-UP 
                             9:15-9:45 EVENT  
                           9:45-10:15 EVENT  
                         10:15-10:45 EVENT CONDITIONING 

 



 


